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SNR 17 
 
 
The PACS Pro17 custom earplugs have the flattest response filter in the PACS Pro  
range. Designed specifically for musicians and vocal performers, the PACS Pro17  
gives one of the most accurate responses of any hearing protector with flat 17dB 
protection across the board. Because of its performance it is also used in industries 
with noise levels up to 102dB where conversation is important. 
 
The most versatile and natural sounding hearing protector in the world. The standard for 
amplified musicians, DJ’s, vocalists, sound engineers, clubbers and in aviation. 
 
PACS Pro 17 is for anyone who needs a clear response and hearing, plus flat attenuation  
in noise levels up to 102dB. 

PACS Pro 17 (and/or differently branded equivalents with the exact same specs) has been 
tested and certified to meet the European standard for hearing protectors, EN352-2. 
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 Weight 3g Net I 83g Gross I Average weight will vary according to ear size  

Material 40 Shore Medical Grade Silicone 
Type Canal Mould 
Colour Standard Clear 
Included Accessories Instruction Manual, Wax Tool, Comfort Cream, Carry Case 
Optional Grip and/or Cord, Different Colours, Metal Detection Ball 
Dimensions Case 110mm X 59mm X 36mm 
Warranty 1 Year Limited Warranty against manufacturing and component failure 

 
Tested to conform to European EN352-2 standards. 

 

The PRO17 custom hearing protector is a great choice to wear in lower noise 
environments where protection is required but communication is still possible. 

The PRO17 is our flattest and most natural sounding filter, providing even 
attenuation across the frequency range it allows the user to have natural 
conversation whilst protecting them from the noise.

PRO 17 is the perfect choice for anyone who needs to hear clearly in noise 
levels of up to 100dB.levels of up to 100dB.

PRO17 has been tested and certified to meet the European standard for hearing 
protectors, EN352-2. Full attenuation data and specification table is available below.
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PACIFIC EARS
CUSTOM HEARING PROTECTION

communication solutions

Aviation Industry Music

The most versatile and natural sounding hearing protector in the world.  For industry:
Medium level of protection in a custom single canal mould which offers you the
comfort and freedom to wear it for long a period of time. For aviation:  The volume
produced by aircraft will exceed the safe level of 85dB easily, but also the lower levels
of noise from engines and rotors etc. can have damaging effects. Aviation crew need
to communicate and protect their hearing at the same time. Musicians: Whether you
are a stage performer or a concertgoer, the PACS Pro 17 has a very flat attenuation
and little occlusion which makes this the perfect earplug for music lovers. 

Attenuation for environments up to
102dB
Certification:  European Standard for
Earplug Hearing Protectors BS EN352-2 -
PPE regulation (EU) 2016/425
Interchangeable filter moulds
Custom name engraving
Custom silicone mould (canal)
Extensive warranty
Optional: selected colours
Optional: cord & grips

SpecificationsFor Who

PACS Pro 17 the most versatile filtered custom product

Artists
Sound Crew
Stage Staff
Party Gig-Goers
DJs
Concert musicians
Pilots
Aviation crew
Industrial professions 


